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ABSTRACT 
Models of auroral processes have been advanced in which the 
ionosphere plays an,active role in stimulating auroral particle 
precipitation. The validity of these suggestions can be 
investigated by releasing an artificial plasma cloud into the 
ionosphere and studying the effects. To this end, the sounding 
rocket experiment Trigger, comprising a diagnostic and a chemical 
release payload, was conducted. 
As a consequence of the release, a drastic increase of the 
field aligned charged pa:~tic1e flux was observed over the approximate 
energy range 10 eV to more than 300 keY, starting about 150 ms after 
the release and lasting about one second. There is also evidence of 
a second particle burst, starting one second after the release and 
lasting for tens of seconds. In addition, there is evidence for a 
periodic train of particle bursts occurring with a 7., ~econd 
period from 40 to 130 seconds after the release. A transient electric 
field pulse of 200 mv/m appeared just before the particle flux 
increase started. Electrostatic wave emissions at'OUM 2 kHz, as well 
as a delayed perturbation of the E-regipn below t~e plasma cloud 
were also observed. ' 
Some of the particle observations are interpreted in terms of 
field aligned electrostatic acceleration a few hundred kilometers 
above the injecteg plasma cloud. It is suggested that the accelerating 
electric field was created by an instability driven by field aligned 
currents originating in the plasma cloud. 
This paper gives an overview of the experiment design and the 
general results. Particular observations and their interpretation 
are discussed in more detail in COMpanion papers. 
I 
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INTRODUCTION 
The classical view of the auroral ionosphere is that of a passive 
screen ~~~playing the. result of processes taking place and being 
controlled far out in the magnetosphere. However, present knowledge of 
the complex dynamical structure of magnetospheric substorms indicates that a 
substorm is the result of a complicated "lterplay between the ionosphere 
and the magnetosphere. Until now, the theoretical understanding of 
auroral phenomena has neglected either the influence of the ionosphere 
or the characteristic effects of t~~ magnetotail. Goldst~in and 
Schindlel' (1978) have among others recently pointed at the desirabil ity 
of investigating the stabil'ity properties of the entire ionosphere-
magnetosphere system, although a unified theory is not within the reach 
of present theoretical methods. 
So far, no detailed treatment of the role of the ionospheric 
conductivity in relation to lar.ge scale substorms has been presented. 
. . 
However, a few authors have discussed the importance of conductivity 
irregula~ities in connection with quiet small scale auro~\l structures 
(auroraliarcs). B08tpOm (1964) discussed the electric polarization field 
! 
within ar arc and external field aligned current systems associated with 
the auroral arc conductivity. In a number of papers (Atkinaon, 1970; 
COl'on·:ti and Kennel, 1972; Sato and HoZzero, 1.973; Sato,1978 and 
MalZillakJoodt; and Carolson, 1978) models are discussed in which the lower 
ionosphere actively participates in the formation of quiet auroral arcs. 
The essential features of such theories are as follows: Assume that there 
is an auroral arc consisting of a local plasma density enhancement with 
a large extent in the east-west direction and a small extent in the 
north-south direction. A westward component of ·a convection electric 
\";1 
field drives a westward Pedersen current and a northward Hall current 
within the arc. Due to the variation of the conductivity in the north-
south direction, there is a divergence of the Hall current. This 
divergence of Hall current-.;11 result in either magnetic field aligned 
currents or a polarization within the ar.c or both. The pri .. ry creatiOn 
of one' or the other of these phenomena depends on the abi 11 ty of the 
magnetic flux tuDe to ~arry I wffic1ent aMOUnt of current (BostJ'ltrr, 1964). 
, , 
I 
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The created field aligned currents are assumed to close in the 
magnetosphere via polarization currents across the magnetic flux tube. 
The currents can thus be maintained only if they are varying in time. 
Note, however, that the time variation need not occur in the reference 
frame of the auroral are, but only in the reference frame of the plasma 
in the region of the polarization currents. If these field aligned 
currents exceed ~he threshold for creation of current driven plasma 
instabilities along the flux tube, charged particles might be accelerated 
tOWdrds the arc. Hence, one has a feedback mechanism capable of increasing 
the ionization of the original auroral arc and thus strengthening the 
field aligned currents. 
The role of the E-region in the formation of auroral irregularities. 
such as auroral arcs, cannot be verified by means of traditional diagnostic 
sounding rocket or satellite experiments, since it would be difficult to 
distinguish betvJeen cause and effect. However, by releasing a plasma 
cloud, one can artificially introduce a horizontal current divergence, 
and study the perturbations caused by the plasma injection, knowing what 
the primary disturbance is\. 
Increased auroral particle precipitaion has been observed in 
connection with a few barium release experiments designed for electric 
field measurements. Y,;lley ,'t <.it. (1974) have reported observations of 
different types of waves and increased fluxes of energetic particles in 
association with small ionospheric barium releases at high latitudes. 
;~'ow,At (1976) and r.-..Unelm (1978) have reported indications that shaped 
charge barium releases may have triggered auroral particle precipitation. 
Indirect evidence of auroral modifications associated with barium releases 
are gi ven by :'t,offr>, 'jllZ (1970) and Dahy· and Romiu (1977) who observed 
e~hanced auroral optical emissions in connection with chemical releases 
in the ionosphere. Hence. it appears possible to modify the auroral 
particle precipitation by means of artificial plasma releases as proposed 
above. However, the above related observations were not foreseen by the 
experimenters. Therefore the collected information about tne modifications 
is incomplete and in some cases uncertain. We will report here the results 
of an experiment, Trigger. fully dedicated to observations of perturbations 
associated with a cesium plasma release in the ionosphere. 
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EXPERIMENT DESIGN 
In previous barium release experiments where unforeseen "trigger 
effects" were observed (.Ketley et al., 1974), the barium canisters 
were ejected in directions perpendicular to the rocket spin axis, in 
random spin phases, on the trajectory upleg. Hence, the relative 
, . 
positions of the canister and the payload at the time of the release, 
were not known. The fact that a IItrigger effectll was observed on some 
occasions and not on others, was interpreted in terms of a magnetic 
field line connection between the 'barium cloud and the instrumented 
payload in the cases where perturbations were observed and an absence 
of connection in cases where no perturbations were seen. 
In the Trigger experiment it was thus essential to establish a 
field line connection between the Cs-injection and the instrumented 
payload. That was achieved by taking advantage of the geometrical 
situation at Esrange (68.1 0N, 21.00E), the sounding rocket facility 
near Kiruna, Sweden. for a rocket launched in the magnetic meridian 
1 
figure t. Positions of the reletse point. the intersecting _gnetic 
field Hne Ind the .,.,1014 shortly .fter the ex"OS1~.'!.tr."~,-,,,-
1n the ,line of the "'"'tic field. 
with a 200 km apogee and 60 km range to impact, a considerable part of 
the down leg trajectory is closely parallel to the geomagnetic field 
lines. The chemical package was accomodated in a separable module 
mounted on the top of an instrumented payload. On the upleg, the ~pper 
module was separated forward by means of a spring mechanism at a relative 
velocity of 5.5 m/s. 
The ejected ~yload was thus given a slightly higher trajectory 
than the mothel' payload. At the approximate altitude of 164 km on the 
downleg, the Cs+-cloud was released. The instr":nented payload was at 
that time situated below the Cs+-cloud within the magnetic flux tube 
through the cloud as shown in Figure 1. 
TraditionJlly. chemical releases in the iorosphere have been used 
to measure neutl'al winds and electric fields. In the latter case barium 
is the most commonly used material. For electric field measurements, it 
is esspntial to introduce a ~isturbance as small as possible. that is 
the ratio of the 'height-integrated conductivliies inside and outside the 
ion cloud. should be as close to unity as possible. In our experiment. 
however, the efforte; should be the opposite. We were not primarily 
interested in tracing the ions, but desired to create as large conductivity 
gradi~nts as possible. In order to meet the requirements of creating a 
large disturbanc~ within a limited volume and avoiding a dependence on 
sunlight, thermal ionization of cesium by means of explosives was 
employed (.t~ ,,:, rli I',' and G,l ",;, 1963). In the Trigger (521/3) experiment, 
described here, approximately 12 kg of a TNT-Al0-CSN03 mixture was 
exp10sively released at 164 km altitude, giving an estimated conductivity 
increase of more than two orders of magnitude above the undisturbed 
conductivity. In such an artificial ion cloud, the height integrated 
conductivity would be significantly enhanced compared to the undisturbed 
value. although typical auroral arc conditions would pro~ably not be 
reached. Note. however. that the most relevant parameters are the hori-
zontal conductivity gradients and the dynamics of the cloud expansion, 
not the conductivity itself. Since the volume of the Cs+-cloud will be 
quite small (scale size of a few kilometers), large conductivity gradients 
will be achieved during the initial expans;on phase and a while there-
after . 
.. _________ ;.-_____________________ 1 
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The height of the release, 164 km, was chosen well above the 
E-region, in order to make it possible to perform ra~io and optical 
observations of expected secondary effects in the E-region below the 
ion cloud, and in order to facilitate wave propagation upwards. 
In addition, at 164 km altitude, the cesium ion gyro frequency 
approximately equals the ion-neutral collision frequency. As a consequence 
of that, the specific conductivity (conductivity per electron-ion pair) 
assumes its highest value, a fact which is favourable for the experiment. 
The instrumented payload 
The time of the detonation of the explosive cesium mixture was very 
accurately determined by detecting the flash with an optical sensor at 
the top of the payload. The time resolution was 4.88 ~s as determined by 
the bit rate of the PCM telemetry system. 
The charged particle experiment comprised two different types of 
detectors. Five low energy. detectors consisting of curved plate electro-
'ftat;c analyzers and channeltrons designed to measure electrons 
and positive ions with energies in the range 10 eV - 15 keV and four 
iintermediate energy particle detectors consisting of solid-state 
,detectors for detection of electrons and positive ions with energies 
igreater than 40 keY. Viewing directions were 00 , 900 and 1500 relative 
to the rocket spin axis. One of the chann~ltron detectors was semi-
logarithmically swept up and down in energy with I sweep time of 
'approximately 0.35 s. The basic sampling time for all detector 
'channels was Ibout 3.1 15. The charged particle experiment is described 
in more detail in a companion paper (Lundin Ind HOUng~n, 1979). 
The quasi-static electric field was measured by means of I double 
, probe experiment. Two PI i rs of bo~s. 3 II .t i P to tip. were used. The 
, salipl1ng time was 3.1 115. 
The wave experiment consisted of measureaents of Wlye associlted 
electric fields. using the'sime probes IS in the qUIsi-stattc electric 
field experiment.a~d measureMents of the relltive plaslll density 
fluctuations 6".1". lllde with a fixed-bias spherical probe IOUftted on 
I SO til rldill boOGl. The s1.,ltaneous measureaent of the Wive associlted 
electric field Ind the pll ... density wave COMpOnent .de possible I 
distinction between elect~gnettc and ~lectrostatic WlYlS. Together 
with electron tel!perlture .asure.nts the exper1Mnt Ilso yields 
1nfo ... tion on 'the real INrt of"'the dispersion rel~~~or-electrostat1C 
waves (~U411 and lIou", 1972). 
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The plasma density was measured by operating one of the E-field 
probes in Langmuir mode every 6.4 second during the flight. except 
during an interval of about 40 seconds around the time of the plasma 
injection. Between the Langmuir sweeps the plasma density was giv~n by 
the DC-component of the fixed-bias 6n
e
/n
e
-probe current. The relative 
ion density was given by a plane circular ion collecting surface at the 
.. 
top of the p~yload. 
The electron temperature profile was deduced from the Langmuir 
sweeps. However. it was important to have at least a qualitative measure 
of the electron temperature associated with the expansion of the plasma 
cloud (..:, '/. " " :'., 1979). In order to meet the requirement of high 
time resolution electron temperature measurements. an instrument 
specially devoted to temperature measurements was included in the payload. 
The instrument is based on the idea of continuously measuring the slope 
(di/dv) in the transition region of the Langmuir curve. Thus. the 
instrument was not capabJe of telling whether the plasma had really 
a single Maxwellian distributipn. but it gave qualitative information 
about rapid changes in electron temperature. 
A companion rocket experiment was conducted as part of the Trigger 
experiment. A Super Areas rocket carried an X-ray detector to an 
apogee of 80 km at which point the payload was ejected and descended 
by parachute. The trajectory of this vehicle placed the payload at 
a horizontal range of 16 km from the 100 km footpoint of the explosion 
field line and at an altitude of 62 km ( ~ 0.175 g cm-' ) when the 
explosion occurred. X-rays> 5 keV were measured with a NaI scintillation 
c'ounter with a geometric factor of 10.4 cm?sr. A complete account of 
the X-ray measurements appears in an accompanying paper (8el"£n: !3t ai., 
1979) . 
.. -----------------------------------------------------------~ -
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Ground based experiments 
If high energy particles within an appropriat! flux and energy 
range were precipitated, they should give rise to optical emissions from 
the E-region altitude. Therefore, a ten channel ph~tometer, looking 
torwards the E-region footpoint, was set up at Esrange. The pointing 
direction for each of the different channels was slightly divergent. 
In each direction the 427.8 nm and 557.7 nm auroral emissions were 
recorded. The angle of view for each channel was 30 giving a typical 
observed surface with 2.6 km radius at the 100 km level. Also the wave-
lengths 630.0 nm and 486.1 nm were monitored by single channels. Further· 
more, a wavelength-sweeping spectrophotometer was employed. In order to 
obtain good time reference all photometer data were recorded on the same 
magnetic tape as the rocket data via a pulse code modulation system, with 
a time resolution of 30 ms. 
'Two low light TV-systems were employed to record the auroral situation. 
One ~as situated at the launch site and the other one near the magnetic 
.foo~~01nt through the ion cloud. 
I ,A Doppler-sounding system was set up for the Trigger experiments. 
The doppler sounding experiment consisted of three radio transmitters 
distributed along the Kiruna-Abisko railroad line west of the rocket 
ran, •• They transmitted CW signals in the frequency range 1.5 - Z.O MHz. 
The: threesi'gn'als were reCeived at i single point east of the range, 
situ.tedS'o tltatthereflex10n points in the E.layer fell close to the 
IIIgneUc 'fodtpo1nt through the releasedfon cloud. Both phase and 
,mpHtucte"ofthe threerecefved Signals Were recorded (Jones and 
s.P~OkZJn, 1918). 
In'order to detect trig_red VlF-.. 1ssions. 'VlF ~1011eter stat1on5 
were operated· in nort'hemNOrWaY and Finland (R!J'~~ft, 1918) • 
" ~~ 
. -.~--
~--
I 
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EXP[RIMfNTAL RfSULTS 
launch condition~ 
. . 
The 521/3 (Trigger) Nike Tomahawk vehicle was launched 11 February 
1977 at 2049 liT from Esrange and the Super Areas vehicle was launched 
at relative time + 100 s. 
The geomagnet ic 'ituation was ca 1m and had been so for more than 
three hours before launch as ~hown in the ma9netogr~m Of Figure 2. 
Ther~ was no visual aurora overhead. but there were stable arcs on the 
northern horizon, and some magnetic a(tivity in the north, About one hour 
after the launch ,I inaqnetic substorm appeared at Esrange. 
fhe rnother-OalJ~ltltet' separ<.ition occurred on the upleg. as planned. 
and the detoni\tion took p'ace nn the downleg at the appro;dmate altitude 
of 164 km. as shown in t1qure 1. The time of the explosion. according to 
'hI' flash ifldk3tor. \'Jas t 1 
re 314.15336 s or 2054:19.15 UT. 
From tht'oretiu~l Llolld models. and the curn~l1t measured by the 
I'{)', 1 tively bia".ed electron probe. we can derive a sfmnle model of the 
plasma cloud which was c"eated. Immediately after the e)(plosion. the 
intt'rnal prcs:,ure vI\11 cause the cloud to ,'apidly expand until its 
prt'ssur~ has been reduced to the pressure of the ambient atmosphere. 
After the forced initial expansion. the cloud expansion will be dominated 
by ambipolar diffusion. :1")"" (1963) has estir:~' .. 'd the radius of such 
~---.--.- - ....,-"" ----~ 
, I l4llOlf f\llMlllf "·10 C~ 
~-. ~k~ ---~ fi -- fr--..J. 
lJrfIVlJtSAt T!tII( I ...... ' 
Figure 2, The magnetic dlsturbance Situation at the time of the 
Trigger experiment. 
I 
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a cloud after the initial expansion by ta1culating ttle work dOM against 
the atmospherp. during the expansion. Fo11ow1ng hi$ calculation, we derive 
a radius of 1~00 m for the 12 kg load at 165 km altitude. Furt:,ermore, 
Groves analysis p.~dicts, for our caie, tl~t the cloud reaches its 
max~1Um rad1u~ 0.6 seconds after the explosion. After thlt follOW! an 
oscillatory edjustment to equilibrium whereafter the ambipolar diffusion 
dOllina1:es the expansion. 
Accordir.9 to RoeenbeJOg a'f1d Golomb (1963), a total of 430 1I01es or 
2.5 • 1026 gaseous molecules lre liberated from 18 kg of the kind of 
mixture used in this experiment. Accordingly it may be assumed that 
1. 7 • 10 26 molecules would be liberated from our 12 kg mbturt" Raaar 
reflexions from ion clouds h2ve indicated t.hat the degree of ionization 
is 10· 1t when the initial expt.nsion is cOIr.pleted (RoiMnbnl'!1 3nd ';,:-lomb, 
1963). We therefore expected a total electron content in thp. clo~d in 
the order of 10'" ilett,·ons. 
After the initiel expanf1on. when ambipol.r diffusion ;5 dominating, 
a Gauss ian plasma density di,!)tribution probably gives an appropriate , 
descrtpttC'n of the cloud (R{" at at .• 1973). Since we wi 11 or.ly consider 
the nrst ftw seconds after the explosion. we use a sphericil ....... ,. 
whereas later an ellipsoidal -.,d!1 with its major axis .'ong the field 
lines" would give. better description. We thus .ssume I pllSlll density 
distribution 
; n(r) • n Ixp(-r'/R') o 0 (0 
where no h the plas .. denstt y tn the cloud centre Ind Ro is the sClle 
size of the cloud. 
. , 
At '" Iua .ltitude. the ton....ut,..l 'collision frequency is on the 
order of .0 Hz. Therefore t .. c..,tre of .. 55 of the ion cloud should 
stop well with1n 0.' s. we wi 11 ISsu. that the cloud centre WlS 
situ.ted It the esU_ted pohit of explOlion. In t'" Tri",r .xpertlllnt. 
the electron probe cu......,t stIc,wd clear1, that the ton cloUd .Ipaneled 
past ttte payload, situltlel .ore tNn 1500 • aWl, ft_ t .. 'lOtolion point. 
Referring to the above diSCYllton • cODstder tha current variation after 
~ 2 I al btstcilly • spatial v.rtatiOi of the '1 .... cloud densit,. Figure 3 
L shows an .tt.pt to ftt I ,plllricil GitlSstan pl .... _sitr distribution 
to tile •• JUred cllftsft,. SUcb I procedure ,telds I PHk pl ... density 
oj 3.1 • toU .- J •• total .1ecttw e-.t ef t.4 • 'Ou_~a-tclle~ 
" ~1D of 2000 •• n. '-rIved .. lues Ire "'per tMIIexplttlcl ..... YI .. , 
I 
165.-
I 
I 
I-
~ 
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Figur'E: J. ihe mea" led ~lasma density perturbation (smoothed curve) 
~ssociated with the plasma release. The broken line shows 
a Gaussian model of the cloud. 
considering the uncertainties of the theoretical models, especially 
the rate of ionization, we adopt the above experimental values for 
the following discussion. 
It is essential to estimate the condu:tivities inside the ion 
c1'-,ud. However, in order to calculate' the Hal1 and Pedersen conductivities 
one needs the i on-neut ra 1 colli s i on frequency. Accord i n9 to ?7d<'D, (1966). 
at low temperatures the most important ion-neutral interaction arises from 
an induced dipole attraction, which is independent of the chemical nature 
of a given ion and depends only upon the atomic polarizability of the 
n~utra1 gas. For temperatures greater than 300 K the induced dipole force 
of attraction is countered by a short range quantum mechanical repusion. 
The repulsive force is linked directly to the details of the ion and 
neutral orbital electron structure. Thus, variations in c~oss section 
are to be expected for different ions in the same neutral !la~ at elevated 
temperatures. Banks further states that, since there exist virtually no 
data for either collision frequencies or cross sections at high tempera-
tures, the study of ion-neutral collisions must be based on the 
assumption that the polarization force is the dominant process. 
-------------------------------------------------------
;". 
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Considering the uncertainties involved in a theoretical estimate of 
r 
the collision frequency and the lack of knowledge of the exac~ composition 
of the ion and the neutral atmosphere in the cloud, we cannot find any 
better approximation than using values representative for the ambient 
ionosphere. According to Holway (1965) the ion-neutY'a1 collision 
frequency vin Z 40 S-l at 164 km height. (For Cs+ in a N2 background the 
polarization process yields vin :: 19 S-l). 
For the peak plasma density n = 3.1 • 10 12m- 3 , we obtain the Pedersen 
conductivity, op = 5.0 • 10- 3 S/m and the Hall conductivity 
0 H = 5.7 • 10-
3 S/m. The conductivities inside the cloud were thus more 
than two orders of magnitudes higher than the background conductivities 
Gp = 1.J • 10-
5 S/m and 0H = 4.4 • 10- 6 S/m. The height integrated 
conductivities through the cloud centre become Ep = 18 Sand LH = 20 S 
for the Pedersen and Hall conductivities respectively. 
The first evidence of plasma density pe,"turbations were seen at the 
mother payload at relativ~ time, t rel = 314.212 s, that is 58.6 ms after 
the E!t<plosion. 58.6 ms is an unreasonably 'short time to transport 
mass ~ome 1500 rn between the explosion point and the instrumented 
mother payload. However, the small time delay can be understood in 
terms of "frozen in field lines" during the cloud expansion, and a 
subsequent Alfven wave travelling along the field lines from the cloud 
to the plasma density probe. as illustrated in Figure 4, and discussed 
in mqre detail by KelLey et ale (1979). 
The initially observed plasma density perturbation could be 
associated with such a "field line displacement" with an associated 
displacement of the backgrou~d ionospheric plasma. The relevance of such 
a mechanism can be tested by considering the time it would take for the 
ambtent magnetic field to diffuse into t~ expanding overdense plasma 
cToud. A rough estimate of the time cQnstant, T • for such a diffusion 
is given by 
(2) 
where L ;s the scale, length of the spatial variation of the magnetic 
field, ~o is the permeability of v~euua and aC is the Cowling conductivity. 
(3) 
- :. :~ • j"-
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For our purpose we put L equal to the scale size of the cloud, 
L = Ro ~ 2000 m and 0c = 1.1 x la- 2 51m. We thus derive a time 
constant T ~ 58 ms, which is not smaller than the observed delay 
and hence consistent with the proposed mechanism. The above time 
constant nas been calculated for the situation (t = 0.6 s). 
However, assuming a constant electron content in the cloud, the 
time constant is inversely proportional to the cloud size. Hence, 
... 
earlier in the expansion phase the time constant should be 
greater than 58 ms, and the "field line displacement" is even 
more efficient than our calculation indicates. 
110 
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Figure 4. The cloud deployment sequence. 
~LOAO HAS OUT OF THE 
CLOUD .... IPOI.AR 
OIFFUIION DOMINATES 
CLOUD EXI'4NSIOI; 
The distance between the mother payload and the field line 
through the cloud is about 350 m (Fig 1). Assuming that t~e cloud 
expands with the detonation velocity, about 7000 mis, the 
perturbation should reach the field line through the mother payload 
after 50 ms. We thus have good agreement with the obser,ed delay 
of 58 ms, since the vertical propagation time would be less than 2 ms. 
~ 
,;". 
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Particle observations 
Since the payload was launched under calm auroral conditions, 
the particle flux was very low and structureless during most of the 
flight. The fluxes in the 2 keY channels were generally less than 
10 5 particle$, cm- 2 sec- 1 sr- 1 keV- 1 • However, in connection with 
the Cs+-release a most remarkable increase in the charged particle 
fluxes occurred as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 displays only the 
2 keY particle countrates. However, we observed increased particle 
fluxes over the whole measured energy range 0.01 to 300 keY. although 
the increase was not as pronounced for all energies as for the 2 keY 
particles. A remarkable feature of the particle bursts at 314 s, 
associated with the cesium release, is that no increased 
flux~s were observed near 900 pitch angles, while both upward and' 
downward field aligned particles showed several orders of magnitude 
increases. The sli.ghtly enhanched countrat~ on the 2 keY positive ion 
detector, shown in Figure 5, was probably due to an increased electron 
• backqround caused by the very intense electron fluxes. 
; ; 
•• __ '.11' . 
•• ___ .1It 
.• __ ._. 
. . -
..... _ .
.. u* er, _, R . ' . 
--.. 
Figure s. 2 keY particle me.sur ... nts of the Trigger .xper~t. 
~~':-
.-;..~ '" 
:Hlllle detilils of the particle 'burst at'e shown in figure 6 
and can be ~unullariled as follows: Approximately 150 ms after the 
explosion, the downward and upward directed field aligned 2 keV 
electron flux increased by more th~n two orders of magnitude for 
about half a second. It should be emphasized. however. that we 
did not see any increase of the perpendicular flux. The 2 keY 
particle burst \hus can be described as two oppos itely directed 
field aligned beams of electrons. 
In comparing the upward and downward fluxes, we note that the 
backscattering ratio is very high compared to that prior to the burst. 
Actually, the very high backscattering ratio sometimes observed 1n the 
burst at ? kflV suggests thdt only about half of the downward energy 
flux at that energy ',3.$ deposited in the lower ionosphere. As an 
example of the hiqh energy particle bursts the> 40 keY countrates 
are shown in Figure 6 tot' the downcoming electrons. The initial peak 
i5 due to saturation related to the light flash of the cesium release 
and should be disregarded. The high energy ( > 40 keV ) particle 
i I 
,lin tuItIIIOIII • _ 111' 
figure 6. The particle burst inmediately after the pl ••• 
injection of the Trigger experfaent. 
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burst appeared at approximately the-same time as the low energy burst, 
but decreased at the time when the 2 keY electrons reached maximum. 
About one second after the release, the hig~ energy countrates increased 
again, and the increased flux prevailed for the rest of the flight. 
The solid state detectors (>40 keY particles) did not show any significant 
increase of the upward gOing particles. but a slight increase of the 
flux near .90 degrees pitch angle, thus indicating a more isotropic 
pitch angle distribution than the 2 keY particle fluxes. 
The short duration and dynamic nature of the event makes it 
impossible to. deduce any detailed pitch angle information and energy 
distribution. However', by· assuming a flat pitch angle distribution in 
the range 0 to 45 degrees with neg1 igible fluxes at higher angles. and 
using the measured energy spectrum during the burst, Dundin and /i.)Lmgl'en 
(1979) obtain 11 erg cm- 2 sec- 1 as an upper limit of the downward 
energy flux during the burst. The corresponding current density 
would be about luA/m? 
In comparing the 'three curves of Figure 6, we note that there is 
a strong resemblence betwe,n the upward and downward 2 keY fluxes, 
while very little detailed correspondence can be seen between the low 
energy (2 keY) and high energy (>40 keY) electron fluxes. A noteworthy 
feature of the 2 keY flux .1s the quasiperiodic modulation with a 
frequency of about 25 Hz in the peak region, most apparent on the 00 
detector, a feature which is discussed more by Lund1:n and HoimgY'{'n (1979) 
and in the discussion section. 
A widespread beam of high energy electrons with the observed 
energy flux would produce Bremsstrahlung X-rays observable by the 
payload located at 62 km altitude below the explosion. Since no such 
X-rays were observed at t~e time of the plasma release we conclude 
. that the increased prompt particle flux was limited to a very narrow 
flux tube. As shown by BBM.ng et at. (1979). the flux tube radius 
. 
was limited to ~3 km, i.e. comparable to the cloud dimensions. Also. 
the absence of detectable optical or YLF emis~10ns support the 
T 
concept of a narrow flux tube. 
In addition.to the directly observed particle fluxes, shown 
in Figures 5 and 6. there is indirect evidence of particle 
precipitation in the ti.e period 40 to 130 s.conds.fter the release • 
given by the Bremsstrahlung measureaents. The X-ray payload observed 
a periodi~ train of X-ray pulses occurring.lvery 7.7 seco~s during 
that 1nterva 1 (Bering fit at •• 1919). 
I I, 
i 
'" ~ ~ i 
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Electric field"observations 
The electric field measured prior to the plasma injection never 
exceeded 10 mV/m. and was typically a few mV/m during most of the flight. 
However. following the cesium injection, a pronounced, temporary 
increase of the electric field appeared. Figure 7 shows a detailed 
plot of the amplitude variation during a short time after the 
explosion. Approximately 40 ms after the explosion the field amplitude 
suddenly increased, continued to increase in an oscillatory manner, 
and reached a pronounced peak of almost 200 mV/m about 140 ms after 
the explosion. Three more oscillations occurred during the decrease: 
of the field dfter the large pulse at the same time that the first 
flux of energetic particles arrived. The oscillations before and after 
the large pulse seemed to be of different character. They all had 
approximately the same period, but the last three oscillations seemed 
to be circularly polarized, while the first seven oscillations were 
more linearly polarize~. The rapid arrival of the electric field pulse 
precludes waves propagating at the acoustic speed. Thus the propagation 
I mod~must be electromagnetic or hydromagnetic. As discussed in a 
com~n;on paper (Kelley et at., 1979), the generation of the pulse was 
probably associated with the rapid initial expansion of the neutral c10ud 
in ~he presence of the earth"s magnetic field. 
Figure 7. The electric field amplitude after the Trigger plasma 
injection. 
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Wave observations 
A number of differe. t wave phenomena were observed subsequent to 
the Trigger explosion. The electric-wave observations are summarized 
in the frequency-time sonogram presented in Figure S. Black patches 
indicate high wave amplitudes in that particular frequency-time regime. 
Within twenty m1lli.econds after the release, a first burst of noise 
reached the payload. This noise burst lasted for about half a second. 
About one second .fter the release a second burst of signal 
arrived which lasted for about two seconds. That emission was band 
limited between 1 kHz and 2 kHz and the electric field was spin modulated. 
The signal was also detected by the plasma density fluctuation experiment 
which showed a very similar spectral distribution as shown in Figure 9. 
Nulls in the E-field occurred when the antenna was perpendicular to the 
earth-s magnetic field. Hence, it seems likely that the wave electric 
field was parallel to the ambient magnetic field. Thus the wave was 
electrostatic and. in this frequency regime. it must have propagated in 
1 
i i 
• 
.--+- I ( .. ~" 
- '. .... . . .. tot • " It' ..... ," ... , •• c·., - ... 
• ", ·r'" w~· .,. 
II 
Figure 8. Electric wave observations after the Triggerp~a~. 
injection. " 
',' 
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PLASMA DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS 
o 2 3 4 5 
FREQUENCY (11Hz) 
Figure 9. IoJave spectra in associatiun with the Trigger' plasma 
illjection, 
an ,on acoustic mode. The signal occurred while the cesium cloud was 
still surrounding the payload. Ion-ion streaming is suggested as a 
possible source for the waves, as discussed in more detail in a 
compar.i on paper (:: ,'" I". r' " t I] 7 . J 1979). 
Ground based observations 
A search for influence on the E-region below the released ion 
cloud was made hy means of optical and radio methods as described in 
a previous paragraph. 
No evidence of increased optical aur'oral emissions from the E-region 
footpoint ~/dS found wi th photometers or TV-systems. Nor were any VLF-
~;ignals detected, which could be related to the artHicial plasma 
injection (RY(!)'Gft, 1978). 
Theoretical estimates, based on the particle energy spectrum 
dudng the immediate part ic 1e burst (LunJin and Ho tm(!r'en, 1979) yields 
an expected light emission between 0.1 and 1 kR at the wavelength 
427.8 nm. The absence of such observations can be understood if the 
emission region did not subtend the whole solid angle of the photometer 
aperture. Hence. we take this as another indication that the ,~vent 
was limited to a flux tube smaller than 3 km in radius.' 
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JOIII" "',dl,'kdhle d!·layt'd effects in the E-region did show up on one 
II' the Iloppler <,ounc1iny ,'aelia receivprs however. Beginninq 202 seconc1~ 
clf'I'1 ttlt! relecl"'(~, t.he sign,11 received from one of the thref' transll1itters 
';'Hidpnly inLrt'dJec1 hy ?S dl3. the high signal level persistp.d for 95 
~(;cond,; wh!!n thl'rv was a sudden return to the undisturbed level. A phase 
disturbance beCjdll some ?O seconds before the amplitude enhancement and 
there was a marked increase in the rate of phase advance of 6 wave-
lengths per second. No phase or amplitude disturbances were observed on 
the other two proplgation paths further away from the footpoint of the 
cloud. This suggests that th2 disturbance was limited in Extent ~nd did 
not move a sufficient dist~nce to produce effects on the other paths. 
An explanation of these observations in terms of an image cloud fonl1(?d 
'in the [-region below the released plasma cloud has been proposed by 
""";' and .'.' ,',' ,j- i '. (1978), 
E_~e.n_t_~_Umrn_a!.x 
Figure 10 summarizes, on a logarithmic time scale. the 
temporal relation between the events related to the plasma release. 
It shows that most of the observed effects started Wlthin 150 ms 
after the explo~;on and were of rather short duration. We also have 
indications of a long lasting (>10 s) high energy particle effect 
and d delayed (40-130 s) pulsed high energy electron precipitation 
effect. The 2 kHz eler.trostatic waves were observed inside the 
~lasma cloud. after the initial rapid expansion of the cloud. when 
the ambient atmosphere was streaming back into the plasma cloud. The 
E-region disturbance detected by the Doppler sounding experiment. 
started well after the payload had returned to the ground. 
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Figure 10. Trigger event summary. 
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DISCUSSION 
A large number of phenomena appeared in association with the cesium 
release in the Trigger-experiment. Here we concentrate on phenomena 
pertinent to a possible artificial triggering of auroral particle 
precipitation or a local acceleration of particles. The observation of 
an e',ectric field pulse is extensively discussed by KeZley et al. (1979). 
Wave phenomena with no obvious relation to the observed particle pre-
cipitation are discussed in a separate pa~!r by K/:ntnero At at. (1979). 
Delayed effects occurring in the E-region footpoint. observed by the 
Doppler sounding experiment are discussed by Jones and Sp~akZrn (1978). 
and the X-ray Bremsstrahlung results are discussed by ~(!Y'7:ng et al. (1979). 
Most of the immediate effects measured by the Trigger payload were 
made inside or close to the cesium cloud. In addition to normal ~'\' e."imental 
consid~rations. our measurements therefore have to be carefully examined 
with respect to instrumental malfunctions caused by the chemical release 
and it has to be considered whether our meas'ured quantities were 
I 
directly related only to the release as such or if they bear any 
;nfo~ation about the ionosphere-magn!tosphere response to the release. 
, 
Especially the particl~ measurements showed some peculiar behaviour. 
Since an understanding of them is essential, a separate paper (~u~,lin 
and f/oZm(Jl'en. 1979) ;s devoted to the interpretation of the particle 
melSureme.,ts, and the conclusions are briefly related above. 
Earlier related studies 
-- "-
A striking feature of the particle bur5t observed in the Trigger 
experiment is the high energies involved. H.owever, this is not a unique 
feature of this particular experiment. Kl1hn and Pag(' (1972) observed 
electron precipitation at energies above 15 keY in conjunction with a 
small isotropic barium relelse in the F-region above Esrange. About 
200 ms after the ignition of a barium canister, the electro~ flux 
increased by a factor of about two and decreased to its former value 
wHh a time constant of approxillltely 5 s. These ob5ervations Wire _de 
above the barium cloud. The pitch angl. distr~butiOft changed from 11.ast 
cc.plete isotropy to anisotropY,wtth higher intensities at g .... ter r-Hch 
Ingles. That last feature appem to be contradictory to the Jr1tler -
I l 
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t"esults. However, KtJhn and Pl1ge (1972) covered only the pitch angle 
range 45-90 degrees. The two results might therefore very well be 
consistent with each other, although we lack informat10n about the 
field aligned flux in the experiment of Kahn and Page. 
The only additional repor~ of directly observed stimulated 
auroral particle flux in conjun tion with chemical releases, that we 
know. comes from t~e Porcupine ~xperiment:; (Wilt 'tm. 1978). Here the 
electron flux was field aligned during most of the flight except for 
50 seconds after a barium shaped charge explosion. During that time 
the 1.7 keV electron flux shifted to a symmetric pitch angle 
distribution centered around 90 degrpp.s. 
~otent i aJ_y-a r~i.c.l.~~,-ce 1 er_a t i on_ 2!_05=!_~~_e5 
First it should be established that the observed prompt high 
energy precipitation fluxes were the result of an acceleration process 
and not the result of pitch angle scatt2ring. Two strong pieces of 
evidence point to this concl~sion. The flux of precipitated (,\.()o pitch 
angle) was much greater than the preexp10sion '\,900 pitch angle flux 
for all observed energies below 40 keV. There is no mechanism whereby 
scattering alone could account for this observation. Additional 
confirmation of the rresence of an acceleration mechanism is provided 
by the fact that the flux of .40 keV electrons at '\,900 pitch angle 
was enhanced after the explosion. as discussed above. This observation 
cannot be accounted for by pitch angle scattering. A third, weaker 
piece of evidence that the ev£nt wa~ not II pitch angle scattering event 
is the absence of any explosion associated Vlf-emissions. 
Secondly it should be made clear that the observed prompt 
energetic particles were not directly accelerated by the explosion 
, itself. but some secondary acceleration process had to be involved. 
Fr~ an energy point of view. the observed particle flux could have 
been erergized by the released explosive energy. However, with the 
explosion temperature of 3500 K. only a negligible fraction of the 
electrJns would have ener' .S higher than 40 keY. assl!:ning a Maxwellian 
electron velocity distrib~~ion. The ordered particle motion caused by 
the explosion is not expected to exceed 14000 m/s. which ;s twice the 
detonation velocity (~chel. 1974). A direct explosive energization of 
the charged particles should have resulted in, predominantly, 
radial or isotropic velocity distributions. S1nc" for example, 
2 keY electrons have gyroradii of only 3 meters, they ought to have 
been dettcted.on tht perpendicular detectors, as well as on the 
paralle' detectors. We thus conclude that some secondary noni,otropic 
acceleration process had to be involved in order to explain the 
apPlarance of the field-aligned high energy particles. 
Events occurring in four different time regimes are of interest 
with regard to th, particle acceleration mechanisms (c.f. Figure 10). 
a) Th, immediate particle burst occurring in the time interval 150-
900 ml, including energetiC particles in the ener9Y range of the 
instruments (0.Ol-300 keY). 
b) A delayed particle precipitation, beginning one ~econd after the 
txplos1on, consist ing predominantly of high energy part icles (>40 keY). 
c) A de1ayed electron precipitation, beginning about 40 seconds after 
the Ixplosion. cons;sting of periodic bursts of high energy electrons. 
d) The much delayed effects that appeare~ in the E~region and were 
cltttct.d with the ground based Doppler sounding equipment (Jor.~, and 
ppro4kZt~ 1978). Thes. effects were observed in the time interval 
182-297 seconds after the explosion. 
7~e most dramatic and indisputable effect of the plasma injection 
; 
was \.:~r ;.,diat, particle burst (a). Let us, to begin with, focus on 
the <15 k,y "tetrons, and especially on the 2 keY electrons. w. have 
"reldy concluded that the 2 keY particl, burst consisted of two 
oPPOsitely directed, field aligned bea.~ of electrons, with flux.s more 
thin two orders of .. gnitudt higher thin the background (see .1so 
1.141/,11:1'1 and HoT.ffI(Jr(Y/, 19,9). The two oppositely directed beams is • 
unique felture of this experiMent. not observed in natural aurora. 
In "Ct, the very h;gh Mb.cklcltter1ng ratioN, wh;ch incre.sed towards 
, 
hightr pi tch angles, appeared ..,r' like a reflexion than a no"..1 
.t.ospheriC backscatter;ng_ This observation cOlbin,d with the 
observation of the CVllSiPiriodic lIOdulltion of the electron flux ;n 
the burst (Figure 6), his been used by Lundi" and HOZMg~~" (1979) 
td .,., the event tn ttl"ltS of • 10(.11 tripping of the 2 keY electrons 
btt'"" two renecting potential barriers in the ionosphere. The result 
using the 2 keY electron detectors for both 00 .nd 150° and .lso liking 
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into account the ilcCUIlIlllated time disper:.ion fOI several bounce:; 
versus pitch angle. gives an average altitude for the lower boundary 
of the upper pot ent i (\, drop of about SOO km. From the time d i spers ion 
for different pitch angles they estimate the altitude extent of the 
potential barriers to be on the average 32 km, correspondinq to a 
uniform parallel el\ctric field of approximately 60 mV/m. Thult, the 
particle ~asuren~nts indi~ate potential barriers both below and above 
the plasma cloud, although WE expect the critical current density 
to be exceeded only above the cloud. Note that if the model is relevant. 
it offers an alternative explanation why no optical emissions were 
observed. namely that the particles were reflected above the E-region. 
The concept of a sudden parallel acceleration, within a f~w hundred 
km. above the pla<:iilu cloud is supported by the almost simuLAneolJs ill-
crease of the fl!J· detected by all tht' IJpward directed particle det(!ctors, 
re9ardles~ of th(~ elF rgy pa~sband. An estimate of the "sourcf'" Jltitude, 
USing the 00 • 2 keV and the 00 • energy sweeping electron deter:tors hIS 
bt!en madl' by', ;'.',. and .:/z.. .. ~·\.11 (1979). They derived a source altitude 
in thp altiturle region 350-850 km. with the higher value corresponding 
to a 'Ise with constant velocity from th@ height of acceleration, and 
the smaller v .. lue corresponding to a case with uniform accelefation from 
the source 31titudp.. 
tn most cases when field align~d particle fluxes have been observed 
in natural aurora, the field alignment is exp1eined in terms of 
acceleration by field al i~ned electrostatic fields. for example electro. 
static double layers kh .!:. 1972) or anolU.lous resistivity 
C J;.1:' ,'.JI,·'.', 1977)~ both of which can be created bi f;eld aligned 
electric currents. We will therefore (onsio!r the ability of the plasma 
doud to create field a1 igned currents of densitie5 high ,nough to 
exceed the t~reshold for current dr;v~n plasma instabilities. There 
are at least two different mechanisms thlt are capable of creating 
field aligned currents. W~ will call them "the expanding cloud 
mechanism" and "the conductivity gradient mechanism" respectively. 
The expanding cloud mechanism can be understood as follows. 
As the TNT-Cs mixture detonates, an overpressure develops. which 
forces the vaporized cloud to expand. The expanding (loud thus 
constitutes a neutral wind, ~n' with a coaponent perpendicular to the 
geo.agnetic field !. Such. wind cluses electric currents. ~, to 
I 
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flow as given by the expression 
(4) 
Since the cesium plas.. density and hence the conductivity inside 
... the cloud is IlUch higher than outside the cloud at the same height, the 
cOlpOftent of 'current in the radial direction cannot be carried in the 
background medium in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. 
The current is therefore reduced by the creation of a polarization field 
within the cloud, and a part. of the current is closed in the magneto-
sphere or the lower ionosphere via field aligned currents. This model 
is treated in detail in one of the companion papers (Kelley et al., 1919). 
They conclude that it is possibie to reach .any hundreds of micro-
Ulperes per square meter in paranel current densities. Furthermore, the 
polarization field could very well explain the observed electric field 
pulse mentioned above. In some of the theories for acceleration of 
aUrPral electrons via fi~ld aligned electrostatic fields, a critical 
rel,Uonship between the current density and the allbient plasila density 
is 'ound. A common critical value predicted for the differential. 
elebtron-ion, drift velocity is in the order of the electron thermal 
.' " I -~. With the parallel current density estimated by Ketley et ale (1919) 
t..., upward current density corresponds to lOS of the thenul velocity 
ancJ the downward current is well above tlte thermal speed within 
s~eral I'Iundred kilcaetersabove"the explosion point. The typical 
altitude range is roughly 500-800 Ian altitude depending on the 
- . 
_,ent electron taaperature. That altitude range is much below the 
altitude. of IIOre thti\ 30Q0..5(lOQ kII, where natural auroral particle 
- . 
acceleration is thought to take place. However, one should keep in 
.w tt.at we are here talking a~t e~t deDstU,s that are perhaps 
about _orden of IIIpiwdegreattr ~:nttural. fjeld aligned 
. currentdensfuesin'oo"McttOn'with auroral arcs. and the accelerathwi 
_-,-- ... --~' c--·'·' - -, --
.1s~t1v.~ .,,:. g,'"*tpttl~"f"""'low .. n. .. ift$tIj»tl1:tl;n.rtS 
's( ..... ' _ t~ _ "l~ r~~.,ah '-liitUte_tbe.·9iY ... -~tP c~t 
-.sttJiirS{-~ •• i"'~~hoI4for ... t"'taoUity., ."~",' 
> __ . - ~ _ =- _ - .. , ~~ _~ . - -::~ .~-~~ - -,. -. -~ ~_ _ - 0< - ~ ,·0 .-
- ~ 
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For the other way of producing field aligned currents by releasing 
a plasma cloud t the conductivity gradient mechanism, the energy source 
of the parallel current is not the cloud itself. as in the expanding 
cloud mechanism, but a large scale external perpendicular electric field • 
... 
In thi s case, the cloud deployment acts as the connection of a load 
impedance over the transmission line represented by the magnetic flux 
tube through the ion cloud. In other words, parallel currents are 
created above and below the ~loud by discharging the magnetic flux tube. 
The magnitude of the parallel current density depends on the external 
large scale perpendicular electric field and the magnitude of the height 
integrated Hall and Pedersen conductivity gradients in the plasma cloud. 
A numerical estimate shows that ev~n with the very weak external electric 
field of the Trigger experiment, it is not unreasonable to reach current 
densities of 10 ~A/m2 during the initial expansion of the plasma cloud. 
Of course, the associated: polarization field cannot exceed the magnitude 
of the external field, that ,IS a few millivolts per meter. 
In both the expanding cloud mechanism and the conductivity gradient 
mechanism, the disturbance introduced will propagate with the Alfven 
velocity as a current pulse along the magnetic flux tube. Both mechanisms 
are capable of producing current densities comparable to those observed 
in connection with natural auroral arcs,' and that are expected to be 
able to drive instabilities in the topside ionosp~ere (KindeZ and KenneZ, 
1971). However, due to the weakness of the external electric field, the 
expanding cloud mechanism is more powerful in this particular experiment. 
Kindel and Kennel showed that in an ionosphere consisting of pure O+t 
current densities as strong as those of the expanding cloud model can 
drjve the plasma unstable to ion cyclotron waves down to an al~itude 
of a few hundred kilometers. For the comparatively weak currents of the 
conductivity gradient model, the corresponding unstable region would fall 
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at a few thousand kilometers altitude. It is apparent t~at, with our 
atmosphere model, the current pulse could not have reached higher than a 
few hundred kilometers before the first high energy particles 
appeared. It is therefore unlikely that the first particle burst 
was associated with such an instability in the tO~$ide ionosphere 
due to the conductivity gradient mechanism. However, we also 
observed high energy (>40 keV) particles arriving later than a 
second after the exp10~ion. They could, with respect to the time 
delay, be associated with an interaction between the current pulse 
and the plasma at an altitude of a few thousand kilometers. To the 
extent that the delayed precipitation event involved precipitation 
of electrons, the X-ray Bremsstrahlung results are consistent with 
the continued confinement of the precipitation to the cloud flux 
tube (l1e¥'tng PI ai., 1979). With present knowledge of auroral particle 
acceleration mechanisms, the extremely high energies of the particles 
cannot be understood, however, especially since the expected voltage 
acrqss the plasma cloud was only on the .order of 500 volts. 
The long duration of the delayed particle effect is consistent 
wit~ the conductivity gradient model, since, after the initial forced 
cloud expansion, the conductivity gradient decrease is determined by 
the,slow ambipolar diffusion across the field lines. The expanding cloud 
mechanism, on the other hand, is effective only during the initial cloud 
1 
expansion (t ~ 0.6 s). 
In the third period of interest, 40 to 130 seconds, periodic 
X-ray pulses were observed. These pulses cannot be directly attributed 
to repeated bounces of initially injected particles because 7.7 seconds 
corresponds to the bounce period of 1.5 keY particles which are too low 
in~nergy to have produced the observed X-rays. The most likely source 
of the particles is a periodic pitch angle scattering of trapped 
el"trons. This pitch angle scattering is produced by VLF whistler 
mode waves whic(l hale been generated by the 1. 5 keY electron pulse from 
~ 
the release via a combination of electron cyclotron and ~nce resonances. 
This relatively complex model is diSCUSSed in more datail in a companion 
paper ( Bezting et at.. 1979). 
--
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A fourth period of interest is 180-300 seconds after the 
explosion when the E-region effects were observed. Jones and Sppaokten 
(1978) have proposed a possible explanation of the effect in terms 
of an image cloud below the plasma cloud. and a local transport of 
thermal particles between the F- and E-regions. However. it cannot be 
excluded that high ~ergy particles originating in the magnetosphere 
were involved in that effect. Assuming that electrons or protons in 
the keY energy range were the active particles. and that they were 
accelerated as the result of an interaction between the current pulse 
and the magnetospheric plasma. then with regard to the Alfven velocity 
the interaction might have taken place within 15000 km from the 
equatorial plane. In this context it should be noted that the X-ray 
Bremsstrahlung experiment observed an unexpectedly high level of 
10-20 keY photon flux starting about 60 seconds after the explosion 
which continued for about 10 minutes thereafter. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
By releasing a cesium plasma cloud at F.region height above 
Esrange. it has been confirmed that it is possible to artificially 
stimulate auroral particle precipitation. Contrary to previous similar 
experiments. the Trigger experiment was performed during calm auroral 
conditions. and with a different release technique, namely thermally 
ionized cesium. which gives a sudden ionization, instead of barium 
thermite or shaped charge releases. which result in a more gradual 
ionization. 
The stimu1ated particles were measured within the flux tube of 
the ion cloud, and it was shown that the increased particle flux most 
)ikely was limited to this narrow flux tube. 
Four independ~nt observations indicate that the initially observed 
electrons, in the energy range 50 eV to more than 300 keY, were 
accelerated in the approximate altitude range 350-850 km. 
a) It is consistent with the altitude an Alfven wave wouid reach 
within the time between the explosion and the arrival of the 
particles. 
b) It is consistent with the dispersion in time of arrival of the 
intermediate energy electrons (Lundin and Hotmgren, 1979). 
--- -----~------------..... 
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c) It is consistent with the concept of a local trappi~g of the 
2 keY electrons (L'mdin and Ho'Lmgl'en, 1979). 
d) It is consistent with the altitude where critical current 
densities are reached using the estimated current densities 
deduced by KeU,ey et al. (1979). 
No definite theory for the event is presented, but it is suggested 
that the low energy acceleration was due to parallel electric fields. 
created by field aligned currents set up by the plasma injection. 
Pitch angle scattering in the deep magnetosphere may account for 
particle precipitation continuing for as long as 130 seconds after 
the release. 
It remains to be explained how particles could be accelerated 
to the very high energies that were observed, a problem which has 
to be solved also with regard to natural auroral particle acceleration .• 
A very early plasma density perturbation observed about one 
kilometer away from the cloud center, h~s been interpreted in tenns 
of magnetic field and associated ionospheric plasma perturbation 
• 
caused by the forced expansion of the ion cloud. 
Other effects of the plasma injection, not discussed in detail 
here, are generation of ion acoustic waves during the cloud expansion 
(Kintnel' et al .• 1979), and delayed disturbances in the E-region below 
the plasma cloud (Jones and Spraoklen t 1978). 
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